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Wk 1: “Collide” 

 Your kingdom come and your will be done = same thing (Matthew 6:9-10)  

 Kingdom of God & kingdom of me are often at odds--they COLLIDE 

 Until we ask God’s will to be done in our life, we’ll always be colliding w/God 

& his kingdom. 

 

Big idea: There are 2 kingdoms that are trying to coexist in our lives, but  

          there’s only room for one. 

 

Last wk: “Inverted Reality” 
 Entering into God’s kingdom can be disorienting because it goes against 

every way of living that we know. 

 “If anyone wants to be first, he must be the very last” (Mark 9:35).  “The 

meek shall inherit the earth.”(Matt. 5:5) etc  

 

Big idea: He calls us to invert or flip our way of life as we know it.  

 

Today’s Big idea:  

 The kingdom of God is not only something we experience and hope for 

someday; it’s something we participate in now. 

 

Well a few weeks back we celebrated Easter here, and the creative team once 

again pulled out all the stops and created a powerful service--powerful spiritually, 

audibly and visually. 

 

But even though you and I were in the same room at the same time, you and I 

saw and heard veeery different things! 

 

 

I saw this this  
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You saw this  

 

 

I saw this  

You saw this  

 

Here’s the thing--if I’d only focused on my 5 minute talk spot and my little drum 

parts, I would have MISSED the bigger work of God, I would have missed the 

bigger movement of God in our Easter service. 

 

And even though I’m talking about public speaking & drumming, I think this 

concept is true of my life and your life in our everyday life. 

 

It is so easy to be focused and distracted by what is in front of us that we fail to 

see the bigger picture unfolding AROUND us. Anybody with me? 

 

I got reminded of this Tuesday morning at staff prayer. Dea mentioned that she 

was late because she’d taken one of her daughter’s lunch to the high school 

because she’d forgotten it. 
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In the moment the dialogue in mind went like this, “Man, Slater is 17, if he can’t 

figure out lunch, too bad!” 

 

But Dea quickly said with a smile, I know I won’t have a lot more opportunities to 

do these kinds of things for my girls. 

 

I was seeing the situation in the moment; Dea was seeing it in the bigger scheme 

of things. 

 

Now let’s get more specific and take this a step further: Not only is it easy to focus 

on what’s right in front of us throughout the day--but when it comes to our faith--

when it comes to our relationship with Jesus--if I’m not careful my focus can 

become just about God and me. 

 

That may not sound like a bad thing to you--but let’s play that out. If all I focus on 

is what God is showing me and I’m only dialing in on God and me, then I forget 

there are other people around me--and other people are part of the bigger picture. 

And if we lose the bigger thing, if we’re not careful, we will create a personal faith 

that is predominantly just us and God, us and God…and that’s not very biblical. 

 

Here’s what I mean---we will miss the bigger picture of God’s kingdom if we just 

conclude that God wants us to come to church, have a quiet time and maybe be in 

a small group.  

 

In other words, figuring out the relational dynamic between God and me is a good 

start--but it’s not the whole story. We can’t stop there. We need to learn how our 

relationship with God plays out for the world as a whole, and not just for right now, 

but also for the future.  

 

The Bible is very clear that God cares about the bigger picture--He is on a mission 

that is larger than our individual lives and more inclusive than just here and now. 

God’s mission is really simple: It is to announce, invite and bring His 

kingdom.  

 

 

That is His goal.  

He is going to accomplish it.  

He doesn’t need me and He doesn’t need you. BUT--  

 

He is inviting us to join Him while we are here on this earth… INVITING us to be 

part of the bigger story during our lifetime. 
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There IS a someday part of His kingdom (heaven, eternity), but there is also a 

right now. And His kingdom is not only for our individual lives, but also for our 

entire world. 

 

(SELAH) 

 

The Scripture we are going to look at today is from Revelation; the last book of the 

Bible and it was written by John. John was the youngest of Jesus’ disciples and he 

lived the longest of any of the disciples. He wrote Revelation as an older man while 

he was exiled to the island of Patmos. (Little Greek island in Augean Sea) 

 

Because Revelation has so much mysterious and symbolic language, it’s a book 

that most people shy away from, but because parts of it speak to us now, we’re 

going to dive in. And this will help us understand more about God’s kingdom. 

 

I heard a loud shout from the throne, saying, “Look, God’s home is now among his 
people! He will live with them, and they will be his people. God himself will be with 
them. 4 He will wipe every tear from their eyes, and there will be no more death or 

sorrow or crying or pain. All these things are gone forever.” 5 And the one sitting 
on the throne said, “Look, I am making everything new!” And then he said to me, 

“Write this down, for what I tell you is trustworthy and true.” 
        Revelation 21:3-5 NIV 
 

Powerful verses! These are things you will typically hear at a funeral or a memorial 
service because they put us at ease and make us feel very optimistic about the 

future and the hereafter, when we’re struggling with loss.  
 
But the reason we are looking at this passage is because God reveals to us His 

original intention for the world.  
 

God is saying to us in this passage,  
“I know there is crying; I know there is death; I know there is pain (bombings, 
cancer, divorce…) but this isn’t what I wanted for you. My plan is to make it better, 

to make it new--I’m going to restore it!” 
 

And God ends it strong:  “Write this down!” “Take it to the bank!” “Mark my 
words!” 
 

Over the past couple weeks we’ve talked about what happens when we pursue our 
kingdoms over God’s. The whole world is full of people fighting for their kingdom. 

And as a result, we have a pretty messed up world. There is a lot of hurt, unrest 
and damage done because individuals, countries, and groups have decided their 

kingdom is more important than God’s.  
 
Basically, we live in a world where, like these verses say, there is plenty of pain 

and suffering--sadly there are Sandy Hooks and Boston bombings…all because a 
person or some people have put their twisted idea of a kingdom above God’s. 
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And this world is so broken it needs words from its Maker about how one day it will 

be made right again.  
 
And that’s what John wrote down for us: it’s a preview of what’s to come.  

 
We need that preview--we need to know that there will come a time when there 

will only be God’s kingdom and in God’s kingdom, every broken thing gets fixed. 
 
Verse 4 says God is going to wipe every tear from our eyes. In other words, there 

will be a time when: 
 Physical abuse won’t exist.  

 No death,  
 No addiction, 
 No senseless shootings or bombings… 

 
God said, “write this down”: all of our little kingdoms are going to leave and God’s 

kingdom is going to come rule forever. Not just in our individual lives, but in the 
world as a whole. God’s kingdom will reach everywhere! 

 
(SELAH) 
 

Remember when I was talking about my Easter experience at the beginning of this 
talk? Did anyone wonder, “Morgan, so how do you focus on what you’re doing--the 

task at hand, AND the big picture at the same time?” (I’m amazing ;-) 
 
I think that’s where the art of it comes in. See, art is something learned, practiced 

and honed. I wasn’t born a public speaker. I wasn’t born a drummer. Becoming 
those things, is an art.  

And art is a collaborative process where un-natural things become natural. 
 
And in the same way, you and I were not born Christ followers.  

 
Following Jesus is something learned, practiced, honed--it is a collaboration of 

Christ’s death on the cross, the Holy Spirit, our efforts and other followers. 
 
Living the life of a Jesus-follower is an art. It is an art where un-natural things 

become natural.  
 

To be a follower of Jesus is to excel at the art of soulful living. 
 
It is learning the art of living in the here-and-now and the yet-to come at the same 

time. 
It is learning the art of living in our little picture while keeping an eye on the big 

picture simultaneously. 
 
This is not my concept, it is God’s. Let’s look at what Jesus said in Matthew 4:17.  
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This is at the very start of Jesus’ public ministry. At this point, Jesus had been 
baptized by John the Baptist and tempted by Satan in the desert, and He had 

finally emerged ready to fulfill the purpose God had for Him.  
 
He hadn’t even started calling any of the disciples yet, but already He had a 

message. Matthew 4:17 says this:  
 

From that time Jesus began to preach, saying, “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven 
is at hand.”    
         Matthew 4:17 ESV 

 
Two key phrases there: “From that time” and “is at hand.” 

 
That means this was the beginning. Jesus said that the kingdom is here and it is 
now--it “is at hand”--it has started--the kingdom is HERE, now. 

 
The word “repent” that Jesus used here means to do a U-turn, go in the opposite 

direction. So Jesus was saying, “Change the way you’ve been living:  
 

Stop going after your own kingdom. This is the start of a new kingdom! 
 
So, John’s picture in Revelation of a “yet-to-come” kingdom” is true. And Jesus’ 

words here in Matthew of a “here-and-now” kingdom are true.  
 

God’s Word clearly lays out that you and I have to learn the art of following Jesus--
the art of living in the here-and now and the yet-to-come at the same time. 
 

That may sound illusive or vague but let’s bring it to life… 

 

Monday afternoon unspeakable evil was unleashed upon innocent people in the 

form of a bombing at the Boston Marathon.  

In an instant, brokenness violently crashed into bystanders… 

 Lives were taken. 

 Limbs were taken. 

 Health, wholeness was taken. 

 Hope was shaken. 

 

And as soon as people realized what had happened--immediately after the blasts--

restoration started taking place… 

 

1. Marathon participants ran past the finish line to local hospitals to donate blood. 

 

2. A man was caught on video rushing toward the explosions and ripping off his 

belt to make a tourniquet for a wounded victim. 
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3. A man was seen rushing in and out of the danger zone, carrying people a 

hundred yards to safety. 

 

4. Former NFL player, 3x Super Bowl winner, Joe Andruzzi carried multiple victims 

away from the finish line. 

 

5. Many people in Boston tweeted that they had room in their homes for anyone 

who had need. 

 

6. Many people pulled their cars over to pray when they heard. 

 

7. Restaurants in the area offered free meals. 

 

And there are so many more examples like this--people storming in to help rather 

than running for their own safety. People immediately offering care, however they 

could.  

 

People being selfless. People showing charity. People expressing every kind of 

goodness and love in tangible ways… 

 

When something is broken and someone fixes it, makes it better…we call this 

restoration. 

 

When Jesus died on a cross so that we could be forgiven and made right in the 

eyes of God…we call that restoration. 

 

God’s kingdom brings light into the darkness…brings help to the hurting…God’s 

kingdom restores brokenness in our world. God’s kingdom is an action-oriented 

kingdom of restoration. 

 

And the truth about humans is that we all have a Maker--whether we believe it or 

not. We have a Maker and his handprints are part of our DNA--so when we see 

acts of bravery like we saw Monday-- 

 

People putting themselves at risk, people running toward the danger to help people 

they don’t know---we see the fingerprints of a Creator God on the created. 

Because people reflect the goodness of our Maker whether we know the Maker or 

not.  

 

And even though those people will say, “My instincts kicked in--I just reacted,” we 

know we are seeing something special--we tend to call it heroic--but what we are 
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seeing when good people run toward danger…is restoration at work--we are seeing 

acts of restoration in response to a broken world. 

 

And in many ways, the response we’ve seen to the Boston Bombings is a snapshot 

of what it means to live in the here-and now and the yet-to-come at the same 
time. 
 

Another way to say that, is: God is calling His people to be first responders and 
last responders. 

 
When you and I see brokenness in this world, whether in our lap or across the 
country or world, we need to be first responders. Because as Jesus has redeemed 

us and called us into his kingdom, we now share in the process of restoring our 
world. 

 
This is so simple, so basic: in all situations, you and I are 1st responders--that 
means:  I do whatever I can do until God does what only He can do. 

 
It means that in our homes, in our community, at our jobs, as citizens of this 

world, the people of God are NOT bystanders! We are the first responders! 
We are the instruments of restoration 
We are the wipers of tears 

We are the arms that comfort the hurting 
We are champions of the oppressed 

We are responsible to make our neighborhood, our city and this planet better.   
 
Jesus didn’t save us to be observers. He saved us to be the first responders to the 

brokenness in this world--to be the vessels He uses to restore whatever is wrong in 
this world.  

 
We are the first responders, filled with the Holy Spirit, providing: 

 prayers,  
finances,  
hope,  

tangible help in whatever ways we can.  
 

And we are the last responders: Meaning we will do whatever we can to restore 
people and this world until Jesus sets up his kingdom over the entire earth and 
there’s no more need to respond because everything will be fully restored. 

 
(SELAH) 

 
There’s a popular sentiment in our culture that basically says,  
 “It’s not my job!”  

 
But Jesus said that the kingdom of God is at hand--it is here. And God’s kingdom, 

that we are saved for, is about restoring this world---so basically everything 
broken or messed is my job.  
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 It is our job.  
 We are the solution! 

  
Matthew 11:12 says  
 

And from the time John the Baptist began preaching until now, the Kingdom of 
Heaven has been forcefully advancing, and violent people are attacking it. 

       Matthew 11:12 NLT 
 
When I read this passage and see that phrase, “violent people are attacking it” I 

think of Sandy Hook. I think of Oklahoma City. I think of Boston. And the truth of 
those ancient words makes a tense little ball in my gut--because those ancient 

words ring true--violent people are attacking the kingdom of God. 
 
But I hang out on the most powerful words in this passage:  

 “The Kingdom of Heaven has been forcefully advancing!” 
 

There was 1 weak act of evil on Monday.  
 

But there untold pictures of the Kingdom of Heaven forcefully advancing!  
 
That’s what I want my life to be about--that’s what I want people to say when I 

get to the end of this life… 
 

I want people to say that my life was marked by restoring the people I was 
around, that I was restoring--building into my neighborhood, my city and this 
world however I could. 

 
And here are some questions for you to chew on: 

 
1. Are you in a relationship with Jesus?  
 If not, what’s holding you back? Why would you not want to be part  of a 

movement to restore this world? 
 

2. If you are in a relationship with Jesus, take an honest look at your life and 
answer this question:  

  Are you a bystander or a first responder? 

 
How much of your thoughts, actions, resources go into advancing the kingdom 

of God--go into restoring this world? 
 
And if you’re a bystander, why would you not want to be part of a Kingdom that 

is forcefully advancing, following Jesus in restoring this world in tangible and 
prayerful ways? 

 
Next week Mark will talk about tangible, practical ways to join God’s kingdom. 
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Now as we leave this place, know that God builds His kingdom in US and His 
kingdom takes shape and form as you & I are first-responders to the needs of 

this world. 
 
God builds His Kingdom in here (chest) 

So that we can go and manifest it out there! (motion) 
To our neighborhood, city, country, world---from now until Jesus returns. 

 
 
 

 
 


